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Introduction 

1. In 1969| at its third session,  the Industrial Development Board discussed 

the question of establishing a long-Lor i programme of work of UNIDO.-'    From 

these discussions it appeared that the establishment of such a programme 

should involve essentially the formulation of the guidelines and main direc- 

tions of the activities of the organization, both in the field and at head- 

quarters,  and an estimate of the resources likely to be available for the 

implementation of such activities.    The structure of the organisation would 

then be adapted to the requirements resulting from these activities and the 

expected resources. 

2. In connexion with the above discussion, the secretariat submitted to the 

Board at its third session document ID/B/45I which contained in Part Three a 

number of considerations related to the formulation of a long-term programme. 

3. In the discussions that took place in the Second Committee of the General 

Assembly in late I969 on the Report of the Industrial Development Board on the 

Work of its Third Session (A/7617),  some delegations expressed the wish that 

the Executive Director of UNIDO prepare a further document on this subjeot to 

be submitted to the fourth session of the Industrial Development Board. 

4. The present document  (ID/B/74) has been prepared in accordance with this 

wish and should be read in conjunction with the long-term programme oontained 

in document ID/B/45*    I"t is hoped that the material presented in these two 

documents will be of assistance to the Board in resuming its discussions on* 

the question of the future activities and prospects of UNIDO.    It should be 

made clear at this point that the thoughts and observations outlined in the 

following chapters are intended to serve as a background for the deliberations 

of the Board and do not neaestttUy, constitute suggestions or recommendations 

for aotion. 

j/See document A/7617» para. 271-294. 
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5. The organization of this document is as follows:    Part One gives an 

aooount of the activities and performance of UNIDO during the period I967 to 

1969, together with the historical perspective of the establishment of the 

organization.    Chapters I to V deal with the following items, respectively: 

establishment of UNIDO; objectives,  priorities and activities of UNIDO; re- 

sources;  structure and organization of UNIDO}    and a brief summary of the 

work of the organization for the years I967 to I969.     Part Two is devoted 

to the future prospects of UNIDO.    Chapter VI contains a review and identification 

of some of the factors that are likely to condition the future programmes and 

activities of the organization.    Chapters VII and VIII deal with the estimate 

of future resouroes and the design of a long-range programme of UNIDO,  respectively. 

Chapter IX contains a discussion of the organization and structure of UNIDO, 

both at headquarters and in the field, on the basis of the requirements arising 

from its prospective actions. 

6. While this document has been designed to be of assistance in the delibera- 

tion of the Industrial Development  Board at its fourth session,  any study of the 

future activities and organization of UNIDO by the Board would clearly need a 

much closer and detailed examination of the different points outlined in this 

document. 

•«UHM 
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PART OWE:    ACCOUNT OP THE ACTIVITIES AMD PERFORMANCE 

OP THE ORGANIZATION. 1967 to 1969 

I.     The establishment of UNIDO 

7.      The future evolution of UNIDO should be viewed in the historio»! per- 

spective of its establishment.    UNIDO emerged as a new organ of the United 

Nations through & decision of the General Assembly in 1966 (General Assembly 

resolution 2152(XXl)).    This resolution was the culmination of a series of 

aotions and discussions in the United Nations regarding machinery to deal 

with problems of industrialization.    At the request of the General Assembly, 

the Boonoraic and Sooial Council established in 1961 a Committee for Industrial 

Development, and a Centre for Industrial Development (CID) was established 

within the Department of Economio and Social Affairs as a new secretariat 

unit, thus strengthening the then existing Division of Industrial Development. 

The following year the post of a Commissioner for Industrial Development was 

established and the CID underwent a reorganization.    At thai time the United 

Nations was preparing actively for the United Nations Conferenoe on Applica- 

tion of Soienoe and Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas, 

which was held in early 1963 and which highlighted,  inter alia, the problem 

of transfer of technology to the developing oountries.   Almost simultaneously, 

another important conférence was in preparation, namely the First United 

Nations Conference on Trade and Development, whioh also dealt with the various 

eoonomio aspeots of development including exports of manufactured goods from 
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the developing countries. A further examination of the appropriate machinery 

for industry was requested by the General Assembly.  In accordance with 

General Assembly resolution 1821(XVIl) an Advisory Committee of Ten Experts 

was established in 1963 which produced a report recommending the establish- 

ment of an autonomous organization for industry of the type of UNIDO.  In the 

same year, on the authority of a decision by the General Assembly, the Centre 

for industrial Development started the planning and preparation of a number 

of regional symposia and of the International Symposium on Industrial Develop- 

ment. The regional symposia were held in 1965 and 1966 and the International 

Symposium in 1967. While the symposia did not deal with the question of a 

united Nations machinery for industry, they nevertheless helped to clarify 

issues of substance and to identify areas of action to assist the developing 

countries in the formulation of policies and programmes of industrialization. 

Following the recommendations of the Committee of Ten, the General Assembly 

decided in 1965 to establish an autonomous organization of industry (UNOID) 

and requested a special preparatory committee to draft a constitution for that 

organization (resolution 2089 (XX)). During the deliberation of that commit- 

tee three tendencies emerged. 

8.  One group of major countries considered that, for several reasons, the 

creation of a separate united Nations organization for industrial development 

was not warranted. It was argued that, an international machinery for that pur- 

pose already existed. In addition to the United Nations Centre for Industrial 

Development, there were also the activities of, the Pood and Agriculture Organi 

tion, the International Labour Organisation, the World Bank etc. In the opinio* 

of this group of major countries, the establishment of a new agency for indus- 

try would nave resulted merely in an increase in the cost of international 

administration. It was considered further that industry was a f>eld that, 

with the exception of the countries with centrally planned economies, wae 

largely within the sphere of private enterprise. Therefore, this group felt 

that industry did not offer a large scope of action for an intergovernmental 

machinery. It was further argued by this group of countries that required 

expansion of technical aasistance in industry could be taken care of by 
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allocating additional fundß for such assistance under the United Nations 

Development Programme (UNDP) to be administered by the existing agencies; in 

fact, appeals were made repeatedly to tk » UNDP to provide ..ore funds to indus- 

try through the existing machinery. Finally, it was pointed out that the ad- 

dition of a new body would only complicate further the already complex problem 

of co-ordination within the United Nations aystem of organizations. 

9.  A large number of countriee, however, shared other views and maintained 

that tndustrialiaciion was a strategic and most dynamic element in the aspi- 

rations and expectations of the developing countrieo and that the developing 

countries were not served adequately by the existing international machinery. 

This group of countries pressed for the creation of an independent central 

organ of the United Nations devoted exclusively to problems of industriali- 

zation of the developing countries - an organ comparable to those already in 

existence in such fields as agriculture, labour, science and health.  They 

further considered that only an organization endowed with adequate resource«, 

means of action and appropriate in emational standing would be in a position 

to take care of the complex problems posed by the process of industrialisa- 

tion of the developing countries. These countries also felt that with regard 

to field operations, a mere increase of UNDP funds channelled through the 

existing machinery was not adequate to meet requirements, and that effective 

assistance in this field required not only an increased flow of funda but, 

more important, a specialized machinery to identify areas of assistance, pro- 

cedures and priorities adapter" *o the -p^ial requirements of the industriali- 

sation potential of different countries. In connexion with questions of co- 

ordination, this group of countries argued that co-ordination problems had 

been aggravated by the lack of a central machinery, which led to an unco- 

ordinated expansion of activities of the existing agencies in industry, and 

that the establishment of an independent central organization would improve, 

rather than complicate, the co-ordination problem. 

10. Finally, another group of countries, while accepting the principle of a 

new international organization, felt that the terms of reference proposed by 

the organisation's sponsors unduly lisiited its field of activity to prolans 
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of industrialization of the developing countries and thus failed to take into 

account the need for international action in certain fields involving indus- 

trial relatione between the developed countries. Thus, this group considered 

that in the area of transfer of technology, international action was called 

for, not only as regards transfer between developing and developed countries 

but also between the developed countries, as had been stressed during the I963 

Conference on Application of Science and Technology. Therefore, while con- 

centrating its efforts in assisting the developing countries, the new organi- 

zation should also be conoerned with the development and transfer of indus- 

trial technology in general. 

11. Thus, the constitutional form of the new organization that emerged from 

the deliberations of the General Assembly was a compromise arrangement. While 

the organization was given comprehensive terms of referenoe as regards promo- 

tion of accelerated industrialization of the developing countries and co- 

ordination of the industrialization activities of the United Nations family 

of organizations, it was set up as an autonomous organization within the 

framework of the United Nations. Thus, the assessed funds of the organization 

were to be provided under the budget of the United Nations, and the procédures 

and rules of administration of the United Nations Secretariat applied A0, all 

matters of its administration and internal management such as finanoes, 

recruitment, personnel and publications. The operational activities of the 

new organization were to be financed from voluntary contributions, mostly 

from the UNDP, in accordance with the rules and procedures of the latter. The 

endowment of the organization with independent operational funds met with 

serious objections on the part of a number of countries; the provisions of 

the final resolution! however, authorized the organization to receive direot 

contributions under special conditions. While resolution 2152(XXl) establish- 

ing UNIDO was adopted unanimously, some of the provisions of the resolution 

reflected the contesting views expressed in the debates upon which a compro- 

mise arrangement was reaohed through a long process of discussion and 

negotiation. 
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12. In evaluating the performance of UNIDO since its  formal establishment on 

1 January 1967 and in formulating the direction and scope of act ion in the future, 

i +   is necessary  to lake accoum    of   the  fact   that the legacy of this difficult 

and laborious phase of concy'in  of T^TPO yíríB a0^x-  as a conatraint on its 

capacity of action in discharging its responsibilities. 

11.    Objectives, priorities and activities of UNIDO 

13. According to its terme of refersnce under paragraph 1 of General Assembly 

resolution 2152(XXl),   the objective of the organization  is to "promote indus- 

trial development,  in accordance with Article 1, paragraph 3f and Articles 55 

and 56 of the Charter of the United Nations,   and by encouraging the mobilisa- 

tion of national and international resources to assist  in,  and promote and 

accelerate the industrialization of the developing countries, with partioular 

emphasis on the manufacturing sector".     Paragraph 2 of the same resolution 

spells out  in detail the activities of the organisation in fulfilling this 

objective. 

14. The action lo be taken by UNIDO in discharging its responsibilities is 

two-fold.    First, the organization should provide assistance to,  and support 

the activities of, governments of developing countries in the various areas 

of the process of industriali?ation as regards economic,  technological and 

institutional aspects.    Second,  and ae^n at a different angle, UNIDO,  in its 

capacity as an intergovernmental organi-at i on within the iramework of the 

United Nations,  should serve aa an international forum for the exchange and 

discussion of experiences and views of member entries on the process of 

industrialisation in the developing countries.    It  is hoped that such an 

exchange of viewe, proposals and recommendations will   foster international 

understanding and co-operation and provide member States with clarifioation 

of, and possible guidance in, their national policies and programmes. 

15. As regards the first area of activities, the institutional constraints 

referred to above and the limited resources in relation to the magnitude of 

its task   have   necessarily limited the scope of action of UNIDO.    To avoid 
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dispersion of resources, the activities of the organization had to be guided 

by certain priorities which may be sunmarized as follows: 

(&)  Establishment and implementation of public policies of 

industriali?ation; 

(b) Establishment of realistic industrial plans and programmes for the 

industrial sector, within the framework of general eoonomio develop- 

ment and on the level of both individual industrial branchée and 

industrial projects. This includes follow-up implementation of 

over-all and. branch planning and preparation, evaluation and imple- 

mentation of industrial projects; 

(c) Financing of industry, including fixed and working capital from 

domestic and external sources; investment in new projects and expan- 

sion of existing projects; and pre-investment; 

(d) Establishment, operation and management of industry, including the 

supply of skilled manpower, entrepreneurship and managerial and 

engineering skills; 

(e) Transfer and adaptation of technology: design of factories, equip- 

ment, processes and products; 

(f) Harmonization of national industrial development with the raquiremente 

for regional and international co-operation. 

Activities of UNIDO on the secretariat level 

16. Within the priorities summarized above, the activities of UNIDO on the 

secretariat level include field activities as its main instrument of aotion, 

UNIDO being essentially a field-orientod organization. Technical assistance 

in industry at the present consists essentially in providing expertise, 

training of nationalo and in establishing or improving the institutional infra- 

structure. Due to the limited resources for assistance available to UNIDO, 

as compared to the needs, field activities in many cases are restricted to 

setting up prototype operations with the viow to achieving a wide demonstra- 

tion effect, thereby stimulating further action by governments. The use of 

resources under the SIS programme, which offers a certain degree of flexibility 

in its programming and financing procedures, has made it possible for UMIDO 

te widen its range of assistance to a large number of eligible projects that 

would have been "unprogramraable" under the normal UNDP procedure«. 
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17' The second component of UNIDO action is headquarters' activities whioh 

are intended primarily to provide substantive support to the field operations 

either directly, by backstopping, or indirectly, by stimulating exchange 

of experience and know-how in the various fields of UNIDO assistance 

(e.g. economics of industry, technology, management) through studies, meetings, 

seminars, manuals and other publications etc. An activity recently initiated by 

UNIDO and on« which, for laok of a better term Í3 designated as "promotion", is 

the establ ishment and development of direct contacts through its intermediary 

between individuals and institutions of developed and developing countries to 

promote co-operation in providing such inputs as know-how, equipment and 

training facilities. A particularly important area is investment finanoing 

in whioh UNIDO facilitates and stimulates contacts between potential suppliers 

of funds - both private and public sources - and parties sponsoring specific 

industriai projects in the developing countries. It will be noted that the 

leverage effect of the resources engaged by UNIDO in this type of activity iß 

particularly high in terms of the financial resources being mobilized through 

negotiations between the parties concerned. 

Action of UNIDO aB an intergovernmental organization 

18. As mentioned above, the action of UNIDO under its terms of referenoe 

is of a wider scope than its field and supporting activities. In its oapaoity 

as an intergovernmental organization within the framework of the United Nations, 

it should also:  (a) provide a rallying point for the aspirations and efforts 

of the developing countries in the development of their economies and in the 

improvement of the economic aH social levels of their populations through 

industrialization; and (b) serve as a forum for discussions and exchange of 

ideas ax high governmental levels on tl. t~oblems and policies of industrial- 

ization and as a source of policy guidance to governments. Owing to its 

international standing and public impact, it should be in a position to 

mobilize, especially in the industrialized countries, the good will and co- 

operation of policy makers and industrial and financial leaders and to en- 

hance public opinion. While of a diffused and intangible nature, aotion in 

this area is nevertheless of considerable importance as it results in influ- 

encing attitudes and defining conoepts that are essential for the effectiveness 
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of the activities under the formal program of work.    ».IDO can fulfil ite 

task with some success only if ». action ia backed by an understanding, 

co-operative and active involvement of the developed countries, «*«*•*•» 

a position to mobilize resources, both Material and human, on a much larger 

Tile the secretariat of UNIDO can play a certain role with '*-*^' 

typ. of activity, it 1. basica!* the responsibility of the governing bodi«. 

III.    Resources 

30.    The financial resources available to UNIDO for its activiti» both at 
. .    ,  A       i.\ th« allegation from the Regular 

headquarters and in the field include,    (a) the alleati 
Budget of the United Nations;    (b) the allocation for assistance in industry 

under the Regular Programme of technical assistance (Part V of the United 

Nations budget),    (.)  the UNDP allocations for the financing of approved 
projets under it. various progress,    and (d) various voluntary contribu- 

tions including these made by governments in the annual pledging °^• 

The total financial sources under all headings rose from 115 "»"»» W 

to »26 million in 1969, with resources under the regular budget of UNIDO 

increasing from ,5.9 million in 1967 to »9-4 million in 1969-  ^*^\ 
tion ratio of the above resources between the regular (administrative) budg.t 

of UNIDO and the other sources is at present roughly one to two. 

21.    The scop, of the activities of UNIDO need not be limited, however, by 

s financial resources proper.    Thus, the need is being increasingly -a* 

for harmonisation of assistance to the developing ^•^<*•££ 
programmes of governments and the multilátera! progra.es of the Unit d Nation, 

family so as to dsvelop a mutually acceptable pattern of Internationa   co- 

opera ion on a elementary basis.    Should suoh co-operation co», i.« £«*. 

Z would result in a considerable leverage effect upon the action of UNIDO 

g ve   the considerate magnitude of the resources invoXved in the 00-op.r.Uon 

Progra.es.    In evaluating the potential over-all impact of UNIDO, account 

Bhould be taken of these associated resources. 
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22. The aucoess of the action of UNIDO in co-ordinating activities in indus- 

try within the United Nations system of organizations will also increase the 

effectiveness of the total resources available for assistance within the 

system.    The same would apply to co-operative action with organizations out- 

side the United Nations system involving much larger resouroes,  including 

those of the developing   countries themselves.    It is difficult to estimate 

the total of all  these associated resouroes hut it should be of considerable 

magnitude. 

23. Finally,  it has been mentioned that the tasks of UNIDO include the 

fostering and mobilization of goodwill of government« and other agenoiee, 

publio and private,  responsible for industry.    While representing potential 

assets, these intangible resources do not become available automatically; 

they have to be built up on the basis of mutual confidence between the orga- 

nization and the member States.    Such confidence will in turn depend 

largely on the performance of the organization in fulfilling its responsi- 

bilities.    Thus,  on the one hand,  there is a close interdependence between the 

resources and performance of UNIDO and,  on the other hand, between the extent of 

involvement and co-operation of member States, individually and collectively with the 

objectives and activities of the organization.    The greater the involvement, 

the more the direct action of UNIDO will benefit from the resulting intangible 

resources and, consequently,  the better the yield of the financial resources. 

24. In the evaluation of the past performance of UNIDO and in the planning 

of its future activities, due attention should be given to these three 

categories of resources and their interdependence. 

IV.    Structure and organization of UNIDO 

25.    The prêtent structure and organization of UNIDO have evolved through a 

series of ohanges in the last fourteen years.    Following a recommendation 

by the Eoonomio and Social Council, an Industry Section was established in 

I95Ó in the Bureau   <f Economic Affaire in the Department of Economic and 

Social Affairs of the United Nations in New York.    At the same time a 
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programme of work on materialization was submitted to the twenty-first 

session of ECOSOC.^    In 195«,  the Industry Section was transformed into a 

Branch comprising the following  ihre,  sections:    Industrial Programming and 

Policies,   Industrial  Economa,   and Small-scale Industry.     In I960,   the 

Branch was upgraded  to the  Industrial   Development Division in which,   in 

addition to these three seel ione,   ,v  training and mnagement  section and a 

technical assistance evaluation unit were established with the objective of 

further expanding the work of  industrialisation.    In I960,   the Economic and 

Social Council approved  resolution ÏSIÎXXTXÎ  establishing the Committee for 

Industrial Development.    Tins Committee,   composed of 30 member States, 

met  for the first  time  in March 1961 and recommended the establishment within 

the Secretariat   of an  Industrial  Development Centre which was to take over 

the activities of  the Division of  Industrial Development.     In the implementa- 

tion of this recommendation the Centre was established in 1961; to head the 

new Centre,  the post  cf a Commissioner for Industrial Development was estab- 

lished the following year.    The Centre was composed of a Research and 

Evaluation Division, with substantially  the same structure of the former 

Division of Industrial Development,  and of a newly established Technological 

Division;    the latter included sections on Technical Studies, Training and 

Management,  Co-ordination and Information.     In 1964,   a third division,  the 

Division for Technical Co-operation,  was founded within the Centre.    With 

the establishment  of UNIDO m January 1967, following resolution 2152(XXl)  of 

the General Assembly,   the title of the Research and Evaluation Division, 

taken over from the Centre,  was changed to that of Industrial Policies and 

Programming Division;     the other two divisions,  the Technological and 

Technical Co-operation Divisions were also tuken over from the Centre,   and 

two more divisions were  introduced,  namely,   the Industrial Services and 

Institutions Division and the Division  of Administration.    Since 1967,  UNIDO 

has maintained roughly  the sane pattern of organisation.. 

26.    The expansion of the technical  assistance activities during the period 

1963 to 1966 is indicated by the increase of    he number of Special Fund projects 

supervised by the Centre for Industrial Development- from six inl963 to  eighteen 

by the end cf 1966 at  the time when  the General Assembly approved the resolution 

establishing UNIDO.     By the end of 1969,   the number of Special Fund projects 

increased to  38. 

2/      Official Records of    the Economic and Social Council,  twenty-first  session, 
Annexes,  agenda item 5,  document  E/28?° TO 
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27-    The preparationu for the regional symposia for industry in Asia, Africa, 

Latin America and in  the Arab countries - organized by the Centre for Industrial 

Development in collaboration with the regional economic commissions, UNESOB 

and  the Government  of Kuwait - were a useful exercise from the organization's 

point  of view in bringing the activities  of UNIDO closer to the problems of 

the different regions and the requirtsnente  of the developing countries.    The 

International Symposium on Industrial   Development,  held in Athens at the end 

of I967,  proved that rtructurally UNIDO was capable of dealing adequately with 

various aspects of industry in the developing countries.     The structure of 

UNIDO also proved to be adequate for dealing with the large number and great 

variety of field projects under the different programmes and,   in particular, 

under the SIS programme which was started  in 1S/66. 

28.     The characteristics  of the present  structure of UNIDO stem from the 

recognition of the fact the'   the process of industrialization in the developing 

countries can be viewed from three different perspectives.    First,  from the point 

of view of the individual  industrial branches (e.g. metallurgy,  engineering, 

textiles,  chemicals);    second, from the point of view of the across-the-board 

economic and financial problems (e.g.  policies;    industrial planning and pro- 

gramming on the national,   industry and project levels;     financing);    and third, 

from the point of view of the various services and institutions (e.g. research, 

standardization,  training,  management) that are required for the effective 

operation of industry. 

29«     The   three   areas   are   not exclusive  of each other but  involve complemen- 

tary,  mutually supporting action.    Thus,   assistance in a given industrial 

branch often includes problems of programming, project preparation and finane— 

ing^ on the one hand,  and  training and management on the other.    In the same 

way,  assistance in institutional aspects has often to be provided on the level 

of a specific industry. 

30.     It is within this tridimensional pattern that the action of UNIDO both 

at headquarters and in the field can be described.    The present structure of 

the organization follows this basic pattern:    the three substantive division» 

of UNIDO,  namely the Industrial Technology Division,  the Industrial Programming 

and Policies Division and the Industrial Services and Institutions Division, 
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correspond to the thre<: n.ain areas of action described above. Joint action 

is ur.dert.ikoa vfcen r,i .irvLrgratcd mul+i-uimensional approach is indicated in 

a particular caoo. 

"il.    (Xi the othm- fdurt,   ,n     ;){,- d,ional ^ctiv.-tle* are organised on a regional 

baa,  to corsomi to the «ecnji-aohioui  iooa^on ^  the 'JNtP 'Resident  Repré- 

sentative.. &nd te provi 3a oles:«- -lUcou with the developing countries. 

these activités arc h^d-ei by the Technical Co-operation Division with the 

-uppei-t of the aubstant We  .^.visvini. 

32.    Separate r^uiom   wer,- eeta'.Oiehed *ithin the various divieionß with a 

view towards concentration of thx relevant expertise to cerate,  assimilate 

and disseminate knowledge -nd  information in orde,- to provide the raoet 

effective advice to the developing countries.     Another criterion for the 

establishment of a given aeotion was the requirement of having valid counter- 

parts in the developing countries  in the respective areaa of work. 

v*    Si'Lií_:raIEia£'L.9:' .'ch& mrk of Jîjlî>0 fox> the EerioA i96'"/ *° 1969 

33.    Tne organisation is alili very youn*.     It will be borne in mind that it 

lue mly •>«; /tiu-s  of h'r.tory,  having beg.m  its operations on 1 January 1967- 

Moreover,  most  o* the activities ir, 1967 were devoted to the preparation of 

the International Svrroosi• en : mistrial Development heK in November and 

Deceder oí' that ytar and to  tuo »hypuaJ   installation of the new headquarters 

in Vienna.     It nia¿ be recalled that tho transfer of th« organization to Vienna 

involved a cor^dcratlo irpvi- of  ti.re and effort   in establishing the minimum 

infrastructure ^f tlx  operate; of (MIO at   .tí now headquarters.     The trans- 

fer involved the ^-tr^bl lahrs'-nt  r»: phyrnoaJ   facilities,   the recruitment of 

persomel,   the i-ki-over of -,.be n-ine^ent cf operational activities from the 

Department of Economic anc  ¿ooial *ffuirs in Ne« York,   the development  of 

the new machin or*  ^ Vionna te -ïanil* tho increased volume of technical 

assistance,    develóme*-., of contacts with eovernmonts,   Industries,  scientific 

and educati«**! institut-,   -d other organisât ions,    and the oarrying out of 

many other tasks  that ax > «¡seriated with  the sctting-ap of a new international 

organization. 
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34.     Jt  should bo. also  noted that during the formative period of UNIDO,   the 

general  climate for international   actio.,   waa   far   from   favourable.       ft 

was a period of disillusionment  with  the ideals  and  performance of the 

United Nations - a period when  an atmosphere- of critical   re-appraisal   of     the 

operation and structures of   the inter tintinnai   institutions prevailed.     This 

atmosphere was reflated   in  a proliferation of bodies -  such a, the «roup o* 

Nine,   the Group of Fourteen,   the Jackson  an-1 Pearcon  Commi usions -   for  review 

and evaluation of  the international, machinery.    While lîMIDû wau the y outcast 

member of the Ur.i,-d Nations family and bad to wage an  uphill effort   in   the 

first ytars of itn establishment  and operation,   it  has  been subjected,   nev«^ 

theleas,   to the same criteria of appraisal  as the o.'.der organizations  that had 

benefited from longer experience, much lamer resources and the advantage of 

a long period of operations  in  a more felicitous environment. 

'35.     Despite the difficulties,   and while recognising aome shortcomings   m 

its performance,  it is not an exaggeration, however,   to say that much has 

been accomplished by the organization during the past  three years.    The 

figures given in table 1  in document  ID/B/69^ submitted to the fourth  session 

of the Boardf show that,   as regards  field operationn,   the volume of expendi- 

tures under all programmes grew from $r).4 million in 1967 to $9.6 Pillion in 

I969.     Further growth in the period 197O to I972 can be indicated only  in 

terms of anticipated resources and is reflected in the planned increase  of 

these resources from approximately $20 million to $30 million.    Within this 

over-all figure for technical assistance under all programmes, expenditures 

under the SIS programme increased  in the period I967 to I969 from $0.5 million 

to $2.1 million and are expected to reach a total  of $4.5 million in 1972. 

The number of Special F*und projects for which UNIDO is the executing agency 

increased from 18 in 1967   to 35 at the end of I969.    The supporting activities 

at headquarters grew in line with the field operations although naturally at 

a slower paoe;    as measured by man/months on the manning tables of the/ three 

¿/ Outline of the 1972 Work Programme of UMIDO. 
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divisions that, are responsible for the substantive support of the field 

activities, the reaources mcreueod «Torn l.'-OO man/months in 1967 to 

1,764 man/monthu in 1964. 

36. Throughout thie three-year por.od, UNIDO uenefited from full co-operation 

with the UNDP, as show! in the expansion of UNDP fund« allocated to the oper- 

ational programme- in induMry.  Although the latter «till account for a 

relatively small share in the total volume of assignee financed by the UNDP, 

there has been a «ubetanti.L >u^<   in the volume of the funde allocated 

to UNIDO in absolute term, and a gradual, although slow, improvement m the 

share of UMIDO in the total.  A constructive attitude ha, been taken also by 

the specialized agencies and the other bodies within the United Nations 

system in the matter of co-operation and co-ordination of activities in 

industry.  In this reaped, not only did the apprehensions that had been 

expressed by some governments at the time of the establishment of UNIDO fail 

to materialise, but there has been a welcome shift in the approach to the 

issue of co-ordination - from resolution of conflicts of competence towards 

initiation of co-operative efforts m areas of common interest - so as to 

have the countries benefit from the combined competence and experience of the 

organizations concerned. 

37. During the same period, UNIDO participated to an increasing extent in 

different bodies and councils of the United Nations system.  It developed 

closer contact, with business, financial and industrial authorities in many 

countries. 

38. Mainly due to the growing interest and confidence of the developing 

countries in the work of UNIDO, there has been a steady build-up of other 

activities.  There has been greater acceptance of the organization, even in 

those circles where there had been an attitude of indifference and scepticism. 

The substantial contributions made to the organization by a large number of 

countries in the last two Pledging Conferences constitute a tangible proof 

of this encouraging development.  Interest in the work of UNIDO has been mani- 

fested also by governments in a variety of other ways. 
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39-    A major element contributing to the progress achieved has been  the 

excellent guidance which the organization has continued  to receive from the 

Board whose work has benefited greatly from the high degree of co-operation 

shown by all member States.     It  should be noted that - except  for a few 

cases  in which resolutions have been adopted by a majority vote,  largely 

because matters  involving certain positions of principle were dealt with - 

the resolutions of the Board have been adopted by unanimous assent of all 
members, 

40. As has been stressed on several occasions in the statements by the 

Executive Director to the Board,   the basic approach of UNIDO to the problem 

of international co-operation  in  industry has been consistently to the 

effect that  the cause of industrialisation of the developing countries be 

served best by a policy based on goodwill,  mutual understanding and even 

enlightened  self-interest rather than by a policy of confrontation of dog- 

matic views.     That such an approach   is   substantially correct is borne out 

by the concurrence expressed by member States with the general orientation 

of the activities of the trganization. 

41. The General Assembly,  to whom the Board has reported yearly on the 

activities and performance of the organization, haa expressed favourable 

comments on the progress of the organization. 
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PART TWO:    FUTURE PROSPECTS OF UNIDO 

VI.      Future prospects 

T'.    The work of UNIDO in the future should consist,  in the first place,  of an 

expansion of moBt of the activities of the past,  with such changes as may be 

required on the basis of the experience gained and the requirements of the 

field.    However,  other modifications,   including a possible re-orientation of 

Ihe programme in some areas,  may have to be introduced in order to adapt the 

work of UNIDO to the likely changes  in the economic,   technological and institu- 

tional environment of the process of industrialization of the developing coun- 

i   ios.    The impact of these environmental factors can only be conjectured at 

Ü,    moment;     however,  they have to  be kept under review cor   ' mtly if the 

programme of work is to remain dynamic and of maximum flexibility and effec- 

tiveness.    Thus,  it might b useful at this point to indicate briefly the nature 

of a certain number of these factors. 

4 3.    There is certain to be a great deal of action on national and international 

levels in connexion with the Second United Nations Development Decade.    The 

preparatory work carried out by  the United Nations family resulted in the for- 

mulation of a certain number of over-all and sectoral targets, including targets 

for industry,   and of various policies on national,  regional and international 

levels aimed at assisting the developing countries to achieve these targets. 

As has been  indicated in the documente submitted by the secretariat of UNIDO to 

He Board and other governing bodies of the United Nations on the subject of 

,he Second Development Decade, UNIDO,  owing to lack of resources and insuf- 

ficient time, has not been in a position to contribute its share towards the 

»reparation of the projections of industrial development of the developing 
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countries in the 1970s.     It has been considered that  the role of UNIDO,   for the 

time being,   should be confined to surveying the needs,   assessing the perfor- 

mance of the developing countries arid their process   towards   the implementation 

of the industry targets,   «id providing assistance in  formulation of the appro- 

priate policies  and measures.     So far,  a relatively modest  «tart has been made 

in initiating this action which the conization  intend., to  develop fully i„ 

the coming years.     As to work on projections,  UNIDO has  been  engaged in 

a limited way  in econometric and other statistical  work  or,  a certain number of 

branches of industry with the objective of pro*.din* baaic statistical back- 

ground for its activities on  the country  level.     !t iB  intended to pursue and 

amplify the econometric work m the future  aiming at  bui IdinR up,   among other 

things,  modele of industrial   development   to complement   those   that have been 

built up by  the United Nations for the economy as a whole and by other bodies 
for  the non-industry sectors. 

44.    The second factor is the expected evolution ,of the UNDP programme 

result of the far-reaching revio» of the activities of UNDP following the 

Capacity Study by  Sir Robert Jackson publiehed in November 1969.4/    The 

Governing Council of the UNDP i8 examining this study in the li^ht of comment, 

made in the February 1970 session of the Inter-Agency Consultative Board and 

of a programme of action  submitted by  the Administrator of UNDP which was 

based,  among other considerations,  on the recommendations of  the Capacity 

Study.    The reorganization of UNDP as may  emerge from  the deliberation of the 

Governing Council  and other bodies will have an   important impact on the field 

activities of UNIDO.    Thus,   the proposals under discussion include establish- 

ing a system of long-term country programming and strengthening the role of 

the Resident Representative.  ^  establ ,nhin* country programmes of assistance; 

under this new procedure,   individual  projects would be approved within the 

country programmes.    There is also a proposal to  establish,  in co-operation 

with the participating agenclee,  a comprehensive system of information in order 

to  improve the effectiveness of the programming,   implementation and evaluation 

of procedures of the UNDP.    These proposals,  if accepted, would greatly affect 

the operations of UNIDO  in the field and would call for a substantial review 

and reorgani ration of the UNIDO machinery. 

4/     A Study of the Capacity of the United Nations Development System (DP/5). 
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y P^irt nere m Development, New  fork,  Praeger,   1969. 
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;!M¡XJ,   a highly  important development  has been  i,he recent   reorientation of the 

activities of  the World Bank '„'roup to war is  financing of   industry  in developing 

.entries.     Under   the new action  vx-gramme of  the World  B,¿nk,   induetry was 

included as one of  the six priority   areas.     A special department  for industrial 

projects was set   up at   the Headquarter of the W^rid Hank ami  a major  expansion 

uf the activities   in   the  field of industry  is  expected,   including the establish- 

ment  of new industrial   financia   institutions   in a number of developing coun- 

trieo.    The Group has already  started the  implementation of a comprehensive 

f.rugramme of country missions.     More  than   HO missions ore  envisaged for the 

current year,   aiming at an assessment ol' the financing requirements of the 

countries  concerned,   including financing uf industry and   the requirements  in 
t echn i cal  assi stance. 

49.     As mentioned earlier,  other  environmental   developments of an institutional 

and technological nature are likely  to arise.     It is to be expected that with 

the progress of industrialization,  the industrial  sector in the developing 

countries will undergo not  only quantitative but aleo qualitative changes; 

that  is,  it will  expand not only in width but also in depth through the emer- 

gence of new and more sophisticated branches of industry.     These developments 

should affect correspondingly the nature of the required assistance and greater 

emphasis would have to be given to such areas as improvement of higher technical 

skills,  intensive  training in advanced managerial  and engineering fieldB,  and 

supporting research,.     Increased attention would also have to be given to 

regional  integration and specialization  and promotion of exports of manufactured 

goods so  as   to widen the markets   for   industrial goods and to achieve a more 

effective utilization of economies of scile in industrial  production. 

[,'J.    A further factor to be taken into account  is the effect   of   the technologi- 

cal  revolution that   is  taking place in  the advanced countries in practically 

all  sectors of economic ,      .vities.    This applies particularly  to the emergence 

of new highly dynamic  industrial sectors  (e.g.  electronics,  petrochemicals, 

including the various synthetic derivatives such as pasties and man-made 

fibres);     the far-reaching automation of industrial operations  including the 

-apid spread of computerization of operation and management of industries; 

u)d the steep,  if not  explosive,  rise in productivity in agriculture (the "green 

revolution").    At  the  threshold of  the coming decade there are also new and 
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of resources of the «*>-,    technolo* of prospect^ and loc.tn ox  - 
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54.    As a basis for the forecast we  shall  first consider the trend of UNIDO 

resources for the three-year period I969 to I97I  for which figures are already 

available  (see table 1 of the statistical  appendix in document  ID/B/64).    It 

will be noted that total resources r.jse from $25.9 million in 1969 to 131.8 million 

in I97O and to an estimated $39 million in 1971, representing a yearly increase 

of about  23 per cent  for the two years 1970 and 1971.    Taking the main items 

under technical  co-operation activities,  the resources devoted to technical 

assistance programmes  (Regular Programme,  UNDP/TA and UNDP/SF and the SIS pro- 

gramme) rose from $13.8 million in I969 to $17.5 million in I970 and 

$21.5 million in I97I,  representing a yearly increase of 27 and 23 par cent, 

respectively;    resources under the UNIDO General Trust Fund - which consist 

of voluntary contributions to UNIDO,   including amounts pleadged under the 

Pledging Conferences - show an increase from II.7 million in 1969 to an esti- 

mated $2.0 million in I970 and $2.5 million in I971 or a yearly increase 

of Z8 and 25 per cent,  respectively. 

55-    Given the immense backlog of unsatisfied needs for technical assistance 

in industry,  as illustrated by the  figures in the column "Requirements" in 

table 1 referred to above,  it is not unrealistic to assume that the resources 

under UNDP should continue to grow at  least at the same compound rate of 

approximately  25 per cent yearly during the entire period.    This would result 

in a total of $55 million in 1975,  more than three times the I970 figure. 

56.    These figures ar« borne out by  considering the individual  components. 

The UNDP/SF component  is expected to  show the highest rate of growth,  with a 

net increase (that  is,  new approved projects less projects completed during 

the year)  of about  30 projects a year.    The number of projects in the pipeline 

is thus estimated to rise from son. - 60 projects by the end of I97O to  210 by 

the end of 1975,  corresponding t..  a yearly flow of resources cf about $35 million, 

The UNDP/TA component   it expected to reach a yearly figure of $5 million by 

1975«    The volume of the Regular Programme in industry  is not  expected to 

change significantly,  while the SIS-type programme under the Revolving Fund, 

which is the dynamic component of UNIDO short-term assistance,   should increase 

from the prenent  figure of $4.5 million to $10 million a y^ar. 
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yj.     The UN IDO General Trust Fund component is expected to double by the end 

of 197e) to an amount of $^  million through voluntary contributions under the 

annual Pledging Conferences  Despite its relatively modest 3ize, this source 

represents a highly effective instrument of UNIDO action in view of its flexi- 

bility.  The use of this source ha:- made it possible for UNIDO to engage in 

a variety of important projects of assistance that would have been difficult, 

if net impossible, to initiate under the UNDP financed programmes. 

58.  As to the UNIDO Regular Budget, mentioned in reference to a long-term 

programme ir. Part Three of document l'ù/\ì/A\>   suoiutted to the Board at ÜB 

third session, the substantial increases during the period I967 to 19&9 

reflected to a large extent the financial requirements involved in the trans- 

fer of headquarters to Vienna and the establishment of the administrative 

infrastructure of the new organization as regards both the general administra- 

tion and the administration of the technical co-operation programme that has 

been taken over from the Department of Economic and Social Affairs at United 

Nations Headquarters.  The increase in the financial requirements in the 

coming years will arise from the needs of servicing and supporting a greatly 

expanded volume of field operations and the anticipated increases in costs and 

lévele 0f remuneration of staff.  It is expected, however, that the required 

resources under the Regular Budget should increase at a much slower rate than 

those under the field operations.  In fact, as can be seen from table 1, 

referred to above, such a slow-down has been indicated for the years 1970 

to I97I. 

'J9.  In the absence of any better measurement, the volume of expenditures on 

technical co-operation should represent the magnitude of the "direct product" 

of UNIDO activities, while the Regular Budget of the organization should 

correspond, as a very rough approximation, to the administrative "overhead" 

of the field operations. The smaller rale cf growth of the resources absorbed 

under the Regular Budget, as compared to the resources devoted to direct field 

operations, would indicate the gradual increase in effectiveness of UNIDO 

operations. 

••*•!• 
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ABsociated resources 

60. As mentioned in chapter ITI, it is expected that the effect of the 

financial resources of UNIDO proper could be magnified considerably through 

addition of the at*, s OC i at ed resources, as the anticipated harmonization of 

activities with the "bilateral programmée! develops ir: the coming years.  While 

it i3 difficult, to evaluate this multiplier effect in numerical term», it 

should be considerable, given the magnitude of the resources dwvoted to bi- 

lateral assistance. 

Intangible resources 

61. Another factor in improving the effectiveness of UNÏD0 resources was 

action on the intergovernmental level referred to above, which should increase 

considerably in scope in the course of the coming years. As a major instru- 

mentality in this area, mention should be made of the concerted action by 

governments of both developed and developing countries in co-operation with 

the organizations of the United Nations family within the framework of the 

Second United Nations Development Decade. 

Constraints and limitations 

62. As against these resources, a certain number of constraints arid limita- 

tions should be taken into account in projecting the action of UNIDO.  Most 

of these are due to the fact that UNIDO is subject to the administrative and 

financial procedures of the United Nations in matters of budgeting, program- 

ming, recruitment and financing. Having been developed to respond to the 

requirements of the work of the United Nations, these procedures generally 

follow the organizational patterns of public administration; because of the 

nature of the work of UNIDO, they are not always applicable to certain areas 

of action of UNIDO which require flexibility of operation more akin to pro- 

cedures and practices in use in ir Jus try.  Thus, as regards budgeting, the 

regular budget of UNIDO is part of the budget of the United Nations and is 

subject to the same procedures of preparation, discussions and approval. As 

a result, the financial policies of governments with regard to the United 

Nations as a whole apply almost automatically to UNIDO: a policy of financial 
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retrenchment would affect directly the UNIDO budget although its financial 

needs are related to   the development   of Us activities   in  the  field of indus- 

trialisation and  not   to  those  of the United Nations as a whole. 

6J,.    The same considérâtion;; apply   to  recruitment  procedures which follow the 

pattern of public adminiutraí.iüti,   while   l,he nature of  the work  of UNIDO puts 

.it   in many casts directly in competi tien with industry for the same  type of 

poreo-'.riel.     UNI IX) sh'iuld be  in a position  to apply methods of  recruitment 

followed by  industry .-v.: we] 1  ar.   to  offer competitive salary rates. 

6/|.     The preceding cons ideivi,ions  concerning procedures  of administration 

apply to an even greater ert'-mt  to the  activities   m the  field.     Reference 

has been made to the problems  experienced by UNJDO as a result   of current 

procedures of programming of the UNDP,  particularly in the case of projects 

that  emerge - ac   is often  the  oa;:e   in   industry -  on short notice and  require 

rapid  implementai,ion  ( trouble-ahootingj.     The problems  of recruitment  of 

tttaff with industrial  experience are also much greater within UNIDO because 

of the lar¿;e numbers   involved  and  the specialised  nature of the assignments. 

(.vj.     11 will   be   noted  that   the- operation of the UNDP,   including procedures 

in  financing,   programming -md  implementation,  has been rr-viewed  extensively 

in   the Capacity  Study  referred  to earlier.     The potential   répercussions of 

this study  on   the work oí' UNIDO were  reviewed  m :->i>  earlier chapter. 

V1ÍI.    Design of a lon^-ruagt programme 

66.     In the  light of the pr^eding considerations   regarding   the environment 

within which the action of UNIDO would unfold and  the expected situation of 

resources,  a certain r   iber of guidelines for the long-range programme are 

formulated in the following paragraphs.    In this  respect,  as was mentioned 

in Part Three of document  I'D/B/45 submitted  to the Board at its third session, 

li will be realised that,  as UNIDO is  essentially an operational organization 

responding to government requests,   its long-range programme oan be formulated 

only in terms  of guidelines and main directions. 
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67-    Generally,  the programme would  continue to be guided by priorities*,   while 

at the same   Lime,   it would reBpond  to  the conditions and expected developments 

outlined in  the preceding chapters.     As  regards  the latter,   the action of 

*JNIT)0 in the   immediate future, should be affected  Etrongly   by    ite   respon- 

sibilities under the   Second   Development   Decade.    Ln   fact,    these   respon- 

sibilities provide an over-all operation which will  integrate,  to a substantial 

extent,   the activities  of UNIDO  in   the various  fields.    More specifically,   the 

machinery of advice  and consultation on  the country level will be extended 

considerably.     The survey missions  being carried  out at present will  gradually 

evolve into evaluation and consultation missions  to assist governments  in 

taking stock  of the progress in  implementation;     advise them  on appropriate 

policies and  measures;     and,  finally,   assist  them  in sei ting up national 

machineries   to take  over and perform these functions at a later wtage.     Atten- 

tion will be  given also to policies   of regional   industrial  co-operation.     As 

mentioned earlier,  an expansion  of the work in econometric projections and 

model building is being envisaged. 

68. In  this   connexion,   it will  be noted  that UNIDO does not  envisage the 

establishment   of a world plan for  industrialization among ita responsibilities 

under the Second Development Decade.     While it   is  the  task of UNIDO to keep 

under continuing review  the developments in industry  in the developed countries - 

inasmuch as  they affect  the process  of industrialization in developing coun- 

tries - the pattern,   rate of growth and policies  of industrialization of the 

industrialized countries are entirely outside the terms of reference of UNIDO. 

On the other hand,   since the developed countries account for an overwhelming 

share (some 95 per cent  of world  industrial production*^),   the formulation by 

UNIDO of a world industrial plan,   even of indicative nature,  would be a highly 

unrealistic  exercise  of questionable usefulness. 

69. With regard to  the expected  re-organi za ti on of the UNDP,   emphasis would 

have to be given to oountry level  programming and  the development  of links 

with the regional machinery as envisaged in the proposals of the Capacity 

Stvdy.    UNIDO bas already begun work in developing long-term assistance 

5/ Cf. table 5 in Industrial Development Survey, VO1.I(ID/9,  Sales No.68.II.B.l8). 
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pro¿jrammee through programming misaions to a number of developing countries. 

This work will be extended systematically with the support of the field staff 

of ¡TNTDO. 

70. As many developing countries will bo entering more advanced stages of 

industrialization, new areas of asci;-.-, tance will be uncovered (e.g. in more 

sophisticated technology, advanced management techniques, supporting institu- 

tions for research, quality control and standardization). Thus UNIDO should 

be in a position to keep the programmes of assistance to developing countries 

under continuous review and to be adequately equipped to provide the necessary 

assistance. 

71. The programme should be responsive to needs for assistance by countries 

at different stages jf development, different endowment in resources and 

different political systems and institutions. As time goes on there will be 

increased differentiation .among countries as regards their stage of industrial 

development, and assistance will have to be provided on a wide front, from 

assistance to countries still in the earliest stage.-! of industrialisation to 

those on the threshold of a mature industrial economy. 

72. Services of UNIDO will be called for increasingly in areas that involve 

high-level confidential advice to governments;  for instance, in matters of 

basic industrial policy and decision-making on important industrial projects 

involving negotiations with outside interests, both public and private. 

73. Ae regards the work of UNIDO in relation to direct financing of industry 

through the various international financing ins Li tutions (e.g. the World Bank 

nroup, the regional development banks), development of close working contacts 

with these bodien is envisaged. In terms of field activities, a substantial 

increase is expected, particularly in the preparation of feasibility and pre- 

investment studies for the investment projects to be financed through these 

sources. 

74. The potential impact of the expected developments in the induetrial and 

technological environment implies, in terms of UNIDO action, that the 

secretariat would have to keep abreast of these developments so as to fulfil 

effectively its task ir advice and assistance. 'The responsibilities of UNIDO 
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in  transfer of technology would  require coauiderable expansion of its 

aßsit" tance  in nun h are. te.  ìS applied research,  design of equipment,   processes 

arid products. 

'/',..     The acuivitier-j  oí" UK I T>0 represent an  ^pon-nnd opt rat ion which. involves 

the co-operation  of all other  relevant,  Jailed Nations bodies  (e.».  regional 

economie commissions and l'NESrT:,   specif li»cd ..¿curias) and organ i sat ione and 

j no I. j tut i oaa outside  the dai ted Nations auch as  intergovernmental organizations 

und   the  industrial  and  financial communities at large. 

Yó.     Regarding its ieapúnsibilitU-t   for co-ordination of activities an induatry 

under its terms  of reference,   IfNiDO interprets  ite function not only i.. the 

sense   ol   avoiding duplication of oftorta and conflicts  of compatence,  but also 

of promoting collaboration and  concerted actLon of all  the United Nations 

bodies concerned eo as to provide most, effective assistance  to governments. 

Thus,   it   is expected   that a large part of the future activities of UNIDO will 

Le in  the form of co-operativp arrangements with other members of the United 

Nations  family.     Thin  Bhould lead,   in the long-run,  to joint programming of 

activities in industry although the difficulties arising from constitutional Î 

and timing factors should not be underrated.     In the establishment of their 

programmes,  the ¡specialized agencies and tue regional economic commisfeions 

are responsible to their respective governing bodies;     in addition,  there are 

differences in the periods and cycles of programming that would have to be 

overcome. 

77. Tt  can be seeti that if UNIDO is to fulfil effectively its responsibilities 

yia-à-vi s    the governments of developing countries,   its programme of action 

should display a great deal  of tlexibility,   initiative,   inventiveness and a 

capacity for adapting itself continuously to new requirements and new challenges. 

78. Subject to availability of resources and possible relaxation of procedures, 

particularly in the  field of technical oo-operacion,   further new approaches 

are envisaged in such areas as:     improvement and development of mechanisws of 

continuing consultation with governments  of developing countries by increasing 

the country miasionr   to that   effect;    provision of immediately available ad hoc 

high-level advice on important policy issues;    and the development of an 
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iiurlilui.ioi.al  approach to co~op,.ra Uve arrangement«, with industrial,   technical 

and research establishments  in the deve] operi counting ao as   to obtain un 

active   involvement  of the latter   ¡n the action  of assistance.     1A this  con- 

nexion   it  ia  the  considered view of   U,   UTiJDO secretary   that  the co-operative 

arrangent,  with   th, dov-lo^d  cruori*« for  trinine of nationale   i„ advanced 

managerial and   technologic!  .kill«,   «cae of which have already been  initiated, 

would «ain greatly  i„ effect i vene^ by locating such project*  in the advanced 

countries where a more  favourable oliate esista  l'or the dsaiffiilation and 

absorption   of industrial   kr,ow-how.     For the »ame   reasons,  UNIDO should be in 

a position  ho expand na contacts with th- centren of technology,   industrial 

research and   finanoe ir, the advanced countries  with a View  to multiplying the 

points  of dialogue,   discussions and  consulta I; ions. 

79-     Another element  of the programme to be farther developed  in  in the field 

of information.     The present  activities  in collection and dissemination  of 

information on the various aspeóte  of  industrialisation,   through the Industrial 

Information Centre at headquarters,   should  be expanded further so as to enable 

the Centre  to discharge fully  its functions of providing the required services 

to industry   i.n developing countries and to UNIDO experts in the field.    Reference 

to thic aspect  of the information function was made earlier  an connexion with 

the expected developments  ir   the field of  industrial technology.    Another 

aspect   is the development  of an internal   information system to provide for 

greater effectiveness of the  field activities,   namely,   as regards   the prepa- 

ration,   impK.iaivUtion and evali.:•! loo of project«.     Such an  information 

system would be harmonised and  co-ordinated with a similar system envisaged 

for UNDP headquarters following a recommendatior   of the Capacity Study. 

1x«    Structure of the organisation 

80.     As was mentioned in chapter TV,   the problems arising in the field of 

industrialization fall  into one or a combination  of the following three 

¿reas:     (a) problems relating to specific branchea of industry:    (b) across- 

the-board economic and financial problems;    and (ç) improvement and estab- 

lishment of services and institutions to support  the industrial operations. 

•MM 
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m 81. lt.  was alno mentioned   that   this tridimensional  patterà is   followed 

the structure  of the three substantive  di vieJone of the UNIDO secretariat, 

which also includes the Technical Co-operation Divisai and  the  Division of 

Administration.     Respectively,   these  L/ivislonL- arv.   in charge of  field opera- 

tions and general administration and muna^ment of   the organisation. 

82. The anticipated erpans-non  o!   UN!!)0 opérations  ir,  the future should not 

require any substantial changea   tn thia  basic organization.    Additional tasks 

in the substantive fields would be absorbed within  the txuHin^ structure. 

However,   the inc-eaael volume of activities maj require,  at uomo point,  the 

subdivision of some of the prerent sections   into smaller units  to provida  for 

greater efficiency  of operation.    Aa to the handling of problems that require 

action among more   than one  "dimension"  of work,   the present practice of Betting 

up task  forces  composed of staff  from  the appropriate functional units has 

proved to be adequate for that purpose. 

83. The central  functions  of co-ordination,  relations with governments, 

various public and private agencies,  and institutions  including the inter- 

governmental agencies and national committees that are being handled by the 

office of the Executive Director, would need considerable strengthening. 

This applies in particular to the relations of UNIDO with the  industrial i aed 

countries in such areas as harmonization of bilateral   and multilateral pro- 

grammes  of asBistance,  contacta with industry,  research,  and professional 

and academic institutions.    Up to the present,  all  exploratory,   liaison and 

contact activities  of this kind have been carried  out   by means   of isolated 

visits on an ad hoc basis and with limited  follow-up possibilities for lack 

of resources. 

84. A few observations should be made  concerning headquarters  staffing.     The 

complexity of industry makes  it   impossible for the headquarters establishment 

to dispose of 3taff fully specialized  in the many areas  that modern industry 

involves.    Thus,   the appropriate profile of most of UNIDO staff ahould be one 

of a professional sufficiently qualified in the main fields of  ita activities 

(e.g.  engineering,   economics,  management)  capable of meeting on their own 

grounds,  and providing general  guidance to industry specialists.    The special- 

ista are recruited on an ad hoo short-term basis when problems  arise requiring 
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highly .-.pecialized Jcnowl«<ige  or skills.    AB a corollary  of   the same situation, 

•Mi.:   "pyramid" personnel   i, true turn  characteristic to public administration  is 

not.   entirely appropriate   to the conditions  of UNIDO,  and   the staffing struc- 

i.un will  have  to bt skewed   in   f'av )ui   of higher grade professionals capable 

of managing an  operfit ion more  or \e^r.   independently.     This  should  result   in 

». T.'îiderabl« decentralization  of dry-ir ion making leading  to greater efficiency 

in  the- management   of operation.     >rur U.er.noi e,   owing to  the rapid pace of 

change in   i.he  technological  and  industrial  l'i el do,  there  ia need for systematic 

in-houne  training of staff  (".g.   through  refresher courses),   in addition to the 

t «ormai practice of briefing on Uri.ted   Mations procedure*;. 

''•j.     "lie  problem  of   improving adnuni s '.rat i ve  efficiency  of headquarters  opera- 

tions,   which hits leer a .¡ub.joct  of  preoccupa Mi on for  the   Industrial Development 

toard,   in  belar Riverì  connderable attention.     An Administrative Management 

Section has   been  OB'.IMisnod recently within the headquarters  operation with 

the  tank  of assosTir.g  t tv* methods e f  w,i'k   at h  adunartere  and suggesting 

improvements?.     Tri i 3 Hoc t Lori workf;   in close  collaboration  with an interdivisional 

committee  of senior officials  "et up for  that purpose.     Other  interdivisional 

committees  are working  in  the  area;;  of preparation and   implementation of tech- 

nical   assistance  programme,   particularly   regarding improvement of the pro- 

cedures! of  recruitment  of  fi old  expert«;     in» erdi visional  co-ordination of 

'uibstantivc support o1   field  operaiions;     and  improvement,  of  the standards 

unit methods  of dissemination  of UN i DO publications.     The   Board is al30 aware 

"'.    the work of  the  Hoard  of External Auditore who will  be  finalizing this 

year a management  audi),  report  on UNIDO  .'or submission   to the General Assembly 

,.nd   of  the fîecretary-fîencralV, doi-k-t o-deck peisonnel  survey which will take 

¡«life  later  this  ;/'?ar. 

,.t.     Ar regards   field personnel  directly  involved  in  technical   assistance 

operations,   it  war  mentioned   earlier  that  a streamlining of   the present pro- 

:<»(iuren wou"M help greatly   in  overcoming th » difficulties  In  recruitment, 

which ar>-  a major    bntarl'   it   the way of speedy  implementation of projects. 

S^me  action  hff  b-en   tauen   already   in  this  area;     further measures will have 

t<i  be developed   in  the future.     Thun,   in  certain areas   in which there ia a 

continuing demand   'or expertisi,  long-term contracts  or even a career service 

ÉÊÊÊÊ 
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might be envisaged. Conversely, in oasos where short-term missions are 

required from time to time, use might he made of personnel on a retainer basis 

or of experts who are given n statuts of UNIDO correspondent. In addition, an 

effort will be made to integrate into the recruitment pool the expertise that 

is already available in some of the more advanced developing countries 

(e.g. Brazil, India, Mexico, Lhe United Arab Republic), which would open up 

a new and important source of personnel. Increasing use will also be made of 

the services of engineering consultancy firms, particularly in oaöes where 

multi-disciplinary assistance ie involved. 

87. Finally, it may be recalled that UNIDO intende to strengthen assistance 

to governments in high-level advice on policy and business matters. To secure 

the services of this type of experts, a considerable degree of flexibility is 

required in procedures of recruitment and levels of remuneration. 

88. An important aspect of the field structure of UNIDO is the development of 

strong links with the countries and the regions that are the recipients of the 

assistance provided by UNIDO. This leads first to the problem of régionalisa- 

tion of UNIDO activities. It will be recalled that such regionalization was 

strongly recommended by a certain number of countries that favoured the estab- 

lishment of UNIDO regional offices. For various reasons, but mainly in order 

to avoid duplication of the existing facilities in the regional eoonomic 

commissiona, it was considered that a more expedient alternative was to estab- 

lish a network of field advisers attached to the local offices of the UNDP 

Resident Representatives in the various regions. Some of these advisers were 

located at the seats of the secretariats of the regional economic commissions 

and UNESOB and were given an additional function of strengthening the liaison 

and co-operation with these regional bodies, particularly as regards co- 

ordination and, to the greatest possible extent, joint planning of programmes 

in industry and collaboration in field activities. 

89«  It is intended to expand, in co-operation with the UNDP, the network of 

field advisers from the present number of ten to twenty in 1970 and to approxi- 

mately thirty in 1971. A still larger number is anticipated in the succeeding 

years. 
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90. I-t is likely that the furthe;? development of the relations of UNIDO with 

the intergovernmental regional development organizations,  in particular the 

regional development banks, may require additional strengthening of the regional 

machinery (for instance,  through appointment of UNIDO regional co-ordinators). 

Suoh a system of regional co-ordinatore would be particularly indicated if and 

when the UNDP regional machinery,  recommended in the Capacity Study, materializes, 

91. AB regards the development of closer links with oountrie«,  the propcwad 

extensive use of country long-term technical assistance programming missions 

and of survey and advisory missions under the Second Development  Decade has 

been referred to earlier.     It might be noted that the latter action might be 

linked to the programme of interdisciplinary teams which is being set up by 

the United Nations,   in co-operation with the regional economic commissions 

and UNESOB, to advise governments on planning, policies and implementation of 

the targets under the Development Decade,  following General Assembly 

resolution 2563(XXIV). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

92.    As mentioned in the Introduction, this document wao prepared in order to 

put forward a number of ideas to assist the Board in its discussions;     certain 

observations contained in the document as regards the contents and orientation 

of the future work should not necessarily be considered as final opinions or 

proposals for action. 

93»    The preliminary examination made in this document of the prospects of 

UNIDO indicates  that the organization has considerable potentialities as an 

effective  instrument in promoting industrialization of the developing coun- 

tries.    It also appears that at this 3tage of its evolution a careful exami- 

nation of the expected long-term trends of UNIIiO is most appropriate,  particu- 

larly since discussions are currently prooeeding within the United Nations 

system of organizations and in some  member countries as regards policies and 

measures for the strengthening of international co-operation and aid for 

development which should have an important bearing upon the activities of 

UNIDO in the future years.    In some cases it may be expected that specific 

action would emerge as a result of these deliberations within the next few 

months,   in others this may take more time.    This situation should be taken 

into account by the Board in its debates on this matter. 






